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I COPIED EVERYONE 
ELSE’S IDEA

Brin Glass,
Unoriginal

Yeah, yeah Gwyneth Paltrow is cool, but I’m ready for some poets. More specifically, the most
awesome dude, John Berryman. Here are the staff members as lines from Berryman’s poems.

Betsy: “Unknowable, as I am unknown to my guinea pigs: how can I ‘love’ you?”

Mick: “Collating bones: I would have liked to do. Henry would have been hot at that.”

Evie: “‘You can biff me, you can bang me, get it you’ll never.”

Claire: “Some hang heavy on the sauce”

Will: “-end anyone and hacks her body up and hide the pieces, where they may be found.”

Blythe: “I may be only a Polack broad but I don’t lay easy.”

Ellie: “Henry became interested in women’s bodies, his loins were & were the scene of
stupendous achievement”

Caroline L.: “Gentle friendly Henry Pussy-cat smiled into his mirror, a murderer’s (at
Stillwater), at himself alone-”

Lena: “I am dreaming of my love’s hair & all her front teeth are false, as were my anti-hopes.”

Lauren: “one pal unwinding from his labours in one bar of Chicago”

Caroline C.: “Euphoria, Mr. Bones, euphoria.”

Griffin: “They march about, dying & absurd. Toddlers are taking over.”

Carter: “Sober as man can get, no girls, no telephones, what could happen bad to Mr. Bones?”

Emmy: “I am the auto salesman and lóve you.”

Micah: “Hey, out there!--assistant professors, full, associates,--instructors--others--any-- I 
have
a sing to shay.”

Selah: “I am the little man who smokes & smokes.”

Ella: “I figure, yup, you is bad powers.”



Staff “(RECAST) Succession Characters” Box
Betsy “Aubrey Graham” Wagner, Managing Editor

Ellie “Champagne Papi” Schrader, Senior Editor
Mick “Dizzy” Smith, Junior Editor

Claire “OVO” Anderson, Junior Editor

Will “6 God” Kelsey, Head Writer
Blythe “Voodoo Child” Dahlem, Senior Writer

Lena “Wheelchair Jimmy” Hanrahan, Senior Writer
Evie “Young Angel” Waters, Senior Writer

Lauren “Francisco Mandarin” Ehlers, Junior Writer
Emmy “Greatest Ever” Ayad, Sophomore Writer
Ella “Chaining Tatum” Buzas, Sophomore Writer

Griffin “Homicide Drizzi” Conley, Sophomore Writer
Caroline “The Chris Paul of This Fall” Concannon, Sophomore Writer

Micah “One Take Drake” Stromsoe DeLorenzo , Sophomore Writer
Brin “Hookah Papi” Glass, Sophomore Writer

Selah “Drake Griffin” Griffin, Sophomore Writer
Caroline “Cash Money Running Back” Lopez, Sophomore Writer

Carter “Heartbreak Drake” Seipel, Freshman Writer

RUMSPRINGA!

MOVIE IDEA! PLEASE DON’T STEAL! 
FOR GRIFFIN USE ONLY

Griffin Conley,
Cinema Major

Jane Goodall realizes “Hey, I need to make some money to fund my research”. Af-
ter striking out being a zookeeper (kept trying to get to know the animals) or being a 
vet(released into the wild several house cats), Dr. Goodall gets a phone call from a spam 
robo caller. As Dr. Goodall gets more and more worked up, an idea is hatched. With the 
help of some unknowing monkeys and a large empty building, Dr. Goodall gets to work 
setting up a spam call center. Hilarity ensues as the monkeys keep raking in money from 
phone calls. Final scene would be the monkeys on a retreat at the Statue of Liberty with 
one “oooooohahahahing”(a translation will read “We should get one of these” Monkey 
War Movie reference). I’m imagining Erin Doherty from The Crown and at one point 
she makes a joke like: “It might not be typewriters, but damn those monkeys can call”. 
Or her when explain her idea to a deadbeat boyfriend(Devil Wears Prada cook type) 
“Well I am not expecting them to get me Shakespeare, just Grandma Patty out in Iowa 
to pick up”
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